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 It includes more than 1000 multi-samples. The full version is released for $79.99. In this review we are only discussing the
demo version, available for $29.99. The Program The Program (Figure 1) is available as a Standalone application or as a plug-in

for Cubase. It has a large and clean user interface (Figure 2). Figure 1: The Program The back panel has buttons for Home,
Select, Window (where you can change view modes), and Undo/Redo. You can also use the mouse to play samples. You can

assign any key/mouse button to a Sample button, which is a very convenient feature. For the first time, the standard
keyboard/mouse keymap has been replaced by MIDI controllers, which are much easier to use. The Edit page has a toolbar with

keys/hotkeys, a palette for control of all the controls, and a history panel. Figure 2: The Program user interface The main
instrument page is where you load all your samples, create your projects, and navigate to the Samples page. If you have multiple

Samples pages, you can drag a Sample to any other Samples page. For example, if you are sampling the main piano, you can
drag the main piano Sample to the MIDI Piano section. You can also create new Samples pages and drag existing Samples from
other pages to any Samples page. The Program has many ways of controlling Samples. You can control the crossfader, tempo,

and pitch for each sample, or if you are sampling instruments that provide control over volume, you can assign your mouse
buttons to the appropriate volume controls. You can assign one or more Mouse buttons to a Sample, which is very convenient
for controlling multiple Samples. You can also use the mouse to choose Samples from the view modes (Figure 3). Figure 3:
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Mouse actions for selecting Samples The View Modes are Normal, Matrix, Piano, Audio, Video, Step Sequencer, Samples Per
Second, and Windows. You can navigate to any view mode by using the left and right arrow buttons, or the 1–9 buttons on the

bottom of the screen. Figure 4: Selecting a View Mode The normal view is similar to the “back” view in Cubase, except that the
View Mode drop-down menu is hidden. You can still navigate the view mode 82157476af
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